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The algebraic and recursive structure ofcOuntable languages of classical first-order logic with 
equality is analwed. All languages of finite undecidable similarity type are shown to be 
algebraically and recursively equivalent in the following sense: their Boolean algebras of
formulas are, after trivial factors involving the one element models of the languages have been 
excepted, recursively isomorphic by a map which preserves the degree of recursiveness of their 
models. 
O. Overview 
~amalysis of the algebraic and recursive structure of countable languages of 
classical first-order logic with equality is a field which, allowing a broad view, has 
a long history reaching back to the ancient work on syllogisms. With Boole's 
incisive work and predicate logic at hand, the full complexity and beauty of this 
field has begun to unfold in the twentieth century, particularly in the work of 
Ta=~,~d and his students. 
Our focus here is the question of 'similarity' among these various languages, 
and involves the notion of similarity proposed by William Hanf in 1962 [7; see 
also 8]. Given two theories, they are recursively isomorphic iff there exists a 
recursive bijection of their sentences and a bijection of their models such that 
whenever any sentence holds in any model its correspondent holds in the 
corresponding model. From this notion evolved the notions of recursive 
isomorphism of the Boolean algebras of sentences, and axiomatizable 
homeomorphism of the Boolean spaces of models, whose duality was observed by 
Dale Myers in 1975. 
The notion of similarity we use will require, in addition to those dual condi- 
tions, ~:hat corresponding models have (roughly speaking) the same degree of 
recursiveness. The main result is that, under certain conditions on the number ar=d 
kind 0f primitive relations and operations, the structure of any language is similar 
in the sense ,bove to the structure of the language with one binary relation. From 
this it follows that the structure of any theory T in such a language is similar to 
the structure of a corresponding theory T' involving just one binary relation: in 
fact the axioms for T' will be simply the image, under the language similarity, of 
the axioms for T. 
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Section 1 of the paper contains the preliminaries while in Section 2 we prove 
the main result. In Section 3 related results, together with some open questions, 
are given. The paper is based on the author's dissertation [4], written under 
Professors William Hanf and Dale Myers. I would here acknowledge my gratitude 
for their patient and expert guidance. 
1. Preliminaries 
Witl~ any theory we associate a Boolean algebra of its sentences and a 
topological space of its models. In both cases the interpretation of equality will be 
a nonidentity congruence relation, that is the structures will be nonnormal, and 
the next paragraph contains the few remarks required about structures (A, ~)  
where - is an equivalence relation on A. 
(A,-~) is contained in (A', =-'), denoted (A,--=)~_(A',-='), iff A cA '  and --- is 
the restriction of -=' to A. Let f c  A x A':  f is a function from (A, -=} to (A', ~'), 
denoted f: (A, =-) ~ (A', -=-'), ift 
g ac  A :ia' ~ A'  ((a, a')~f) 
and 
g (a, a'), (b, b')e f (a --=- b -~ a' ~-' b'); 
f is surjective iff 
V a' ~A '3a~A ((a, a'}~f); 
f is injective iff 
V(a, a'), (b, b ' )e f (a '  =-' b' ~ a=- b); 
f is bijective iff f is both surjective and injective, f(a) will at times be used as a 
variable with range {a': (a, a')ef}, f : (A,  -=-)-~(A, =-) is an identity function on A, 
denoted IdA, iff f is a bijection and V (a, a'} e f (a =- a'). If f. g : (A, ~ } --~ (A', ~') ,  
then f and g are equivalent, denoted f~ g, itt 
V(a, a')~ f, (a, a")e g (a' ~'a").  
Note for example that any two identity functions on (A, =-) are equivalent. If 
f :  (A1, --=,> --~ <A2, -=2), g : (A3, ~3) "* (A4, ~4>, and (m 2, ~2> ~ (A3, ----"3), then the 
composition of f and g, denoted gf:(A1, ~,>---~ (m4, ~4>, consists of all (a,, a4)e 
A 1 × A 4 such that there exists aze A2 with (a,, az>ef and (a2, a4}~- g. 
Throughout we limit ourselves to countable languages whose relation and 
function symbols are effectively listed, to denotes the nonnegative integers, each 
of which is the set of its predecessors. A similarity type Ix is a recursive functic a 
from some n ~! to or from to itself into to U{n +0.5: n e to}. the language L.  is the 
classical first-order language with equality and, for each i in the domain of ix: 
an n-ary relation symbol if/xi = n, n ~ to, 
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and 
an n-ary function symbol if tL~=n+0.5, n~to. 
We refer to t~ and L~, as finite if the domain of tt is finite, and undecidable if
p,~>~2 for some i or t t~=tt i=l .5 for some distinct i and j. If g and u are 
similarity types, then g -  v is the similarity type of the union, in any fixed effective 
manner, of tL and v. Often the similarity type/z is either arbitrary or clear from its 
context and we denote t,, by L. By Fm L and Sn L are denoted the sets of 
formulas and sentences of L respectively. We also denote by L,  the theory of all 
universally valid sentences of L,. Finally, if T is a theory we will sometimes 
denote the language L of T by L(T) and refer to T as an L-theory. 
For a theory T in a language L, let the Boolean sentence algebra of T, denoted 
BSA (T), be the nonnormal Boolean algebra with universe Sn L, equality relation 
defined by a~ T-~/3 iff TI-a,~ {3, operations conjunction (^), disjunction (v), 
and negation (-a), and constants 0 =dr VX -n(X = X) and 1 =dr VX(X = X): 
!3SA(T) = (Sn L, Y • ~-~, A, V, 7, 0, 1). 
The Boolean formula algebra of T, denoted BFA(T) and having universe Fm L, is 
defined similarly. Now suppose T and T' are theories in L and L' respectively and 
F: (Sn L, ~)--~ , T' (Sn L ,  ~--~). Then F is a homomorphism from BSA(T) to BSA(T') 
iff for each a, /3, Fa, F~, F(a /,/3), F(a v/3), and F(Ta), 
F(a /\[~) ~ Fct AF~, 
F(a v/3) ~-> FavF[3, 
F(-na) ~ "nFct, F(OT) ~ O.r., and F(1T) ~-> 1T'- 
F is recursive iff F is a reeursively enumerable (r.e.) subset of Sn L ×Sn L'. 
F:BSA(T) horn> BSA(T') 
rec  
is a recursive isomorphism from BSA(T) onto BSA(T'), denoted 
F:BSA(T) --~ BSA(T'), 
rec  
iff there exists 
P:BSA(T')~.~BSA(73 with F~---Ids.L, and PF-----Ids°L. 
Note that this is the case i f / F  is a bijective recursive homomorphism. 
The Boolean sentence algebra of a theory, then, is determined by tl~e theory's 
syntactic structure. We now focus on its semantic structure which determines the 
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topological space of models of the theory. Where T is a theory in a language /~ 
the Boolean model space of T, denoted Mod T, is the nonnormal topological space 
with universe mod T = {L-structures 9.I: glg T}, equality relation =- of elementary 
equivalence modulo T defined by 9Jm~ iff V a ~ Sn L (9~a iff ~a) ,  and dosed 
topology ~ET = {mod(T U ,~): ~ c Sn L}: 
Mod T = (mod T, -~, ~'r). 
Note that the clopen sets of Mod T are exactly the classes of models of the form 
mod(TU{~}) where ~b is a sentence of L. Let T and T' be theories in L and L' 
respectively and suppose G : (mod "/, --=-) ~ (rood T', -='). Then G is a continuous 
function from Mod T to Mod T' iff G-t(K)E-~E T for all K ~. ~E.r,. qhis condition is 
equivalent to G ~(mod-r. a) = modr/3 for :~ome /3 c Sn L, for every a ~ Sn L', 
where mod.ra =dfmod(TU{a}). As with the Boolean sentence algebras, we 
introduce an effectivity condition. It is due to Dale Myers and roughly entails that 
in a larger language, in which implications between sentences of the two lan- 
guages can be asserted, there is an r.e. set of axioms for a theory whose models 
are exactly the pairs of models which constitute the model map. Formally, choose 
L and L' disjoint and let L U L' be the language having, in addition to two unary 
relation symbols A and A', just the symbols of L and L'. Let L®L'  be the 
L U L'-theory whose axioms assert hat A (resp. A') is closed under the opera- 
tions, if any, of L (resp. L'). For any model ~ of any theory extending L@L', 
possibly with additional symbols, let ~(L, A) be the restriction to A ¢ of the reduct 
of fS to L; similarly define ~(L', A'). Where 
mod T®mod T' = {~: ~(L, A) ~ modT and ~(L', A') ~ mod T'}, 
G :Mod T---~ Mod T' is axiomatizable iff there is an axiomatizable theory S 
extending L ~ L' such that 
G = {(~S(L, A), ~(L', A')): ~ ~. mod S n (mod T® rood T')}. 
G : Mod T ~t, ~ Mod T' 
ax  
is an axiomatizable homeomorphism from Mod T onto Mod T', denoted 
G : Mod T :-~ Mod T', 
an 
if[ there exists 
(~ : Mod T' ~ Mod T 
such that G(~ ~-- ld~modr,), (~G --Id~,no,ir~. Note that this holds exactly when G is a 
bijective axiomatizable continuous map. 
Lct T and T' be theories in the languages L and L' respectively. For any map 
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F: BSA(T) -+ BSA(T') define 
F* = {(~, 9.1)e rood T '×mod T: V<u,/3>~. F(~g/3 if[ ~1[1=~)}, 
and for any map G : Mod T--~ Mod T' define 
G* ={(/3, a)~ Sn L 'xSn  L: 'V (~,1, ~) e G (~/3  iff ~1 ~ a)}. 
Finally, let Id(s~c) and Id(~oaT) be any identity functions on BSA(T) and Mod T 
respectively. Then we have the duality 
Theorem 1.1. (O. Myers, 1975; see [12]). 
(1) If F: BSA(T) .~,om BSA(T'), then F* : Mod T'-+~t" Mod T. 
(2) If G : Mod T--)~'" Mod T', then G* : BSA(T') ..+,ore BSA(T). 
(3) If also F':BSA(T')-+h°~ BSA(T") and G':Mod T'-+~t" Mod T", then 
(F'F)*-=--F*F'* and (G'G)*mG*G'*. Also (ld(soc~)*~ld(~,,dT), (Id(moa-r~)*--=- 
Id(s,,c), F **=- F, and G**~G.  
(4) If F is recursive, then F* is axiomatizable. 
(5) If G is axiomatizable, then G* is recursive. 
We will make use of the consequent duality of recursive Boolean sentence 
algebra isomorphisms and axiomatizable Boolean model space homeomorphisms: 
Theorem 1.2. 
BSA(T) ~ BSA(T') if[ Mod T ~ Mod T'. 
If the reader would like further exercise with this duality, a proof of Theorem 
1.2 is suggested using the noncategorical definitions earlier mentioned. Figs. la 
and lb outline the arguments. 
Our main result will involve a correspondence even stronger than that entailed 
by the dual conditions above, in that corresponding models will have the same 
'degree'. The original notion of the degree of a model was formulated by W. Hanf 
in 1977 in terms of countable structures. However, the notion generalizes quite 
naturally, using admissible set theory, to all structures, and it is this version which 
we will utilize. 
Let ~2[~-~ denote that ?1 is classically isomorphic to ~3. We say a relation or 
[unction is recursive in ~ if[ it is zll-definable on HFe (see [1]), that a structure ~[ 
is recursive in ~ iff A to~ether with every relation and function in 2l is recursive in 
~, and define 92[ < ~q, the degree of 9.1 is at most the degree of ~, if[ there exists 
~d'=g[ with 91' recursive in ~. Defining 9;[-~ to mean that 9.l<~3 and ~<9i, - is 
an equivalence r lation and < is a partial ordering. By the degree of g[ is meant 
the ---equivalence lass of 9I. We now define as model effective a homeomorph- 
ism of Boolean mgdel spaces which preserves the degrees of models. Precisely, a
homeomorphism G : Mod S -~ Mod T is model effective, abbreviated m.e., iff 
9.1 -- ~ for all (9/, ~) ~ G. 
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F surjeetive implies F* injeetive 
BSA(T) BBA(T') 
where 2: get a 
~ a ~ wi tness ing  
using ~ {~ '  
sur jeet iv i ty  
of F 
Mod T Mod T ° 
4: F*~ F*~Y I I~*~]  F* 1 ]  1: assume 
witnessed Jf_i.~, ~ ~ ~ ~' l ~l~]' 
by /~ 
F injective implies F* surjective 
BSA(T) BSA(T') 
since F is 
in ject ive 
Mod T Mod T' 
1: assiln]e F ~ 
t rood T _.~ _ ~ rood )'- 
with 
Fig. la.  
Note that composition of m.e. maps is m.e. since the relation of having the same 
degree is transitive, and the disjoint union of m.e. maps is m.e. Also useful will be 
Proposition !.3. If G :Mod S--~ Mod T and if G and its inverse preserve 
isomorphism, then G is m.e. if 
(1) for every 92e mod S there exists ~ recursive in 92 such that <9~, ~>~ G and 
(2) for every ~ ~ rood T there exists 92 recursive in ~ such that <92, ~>~ G. 
The axiomatizable model maps we construct will indeed preserve isomorphism 
types. That such maps necessarily preserve elementary types follows from 
Shelah's theorem that elementarily equivalent structures have isomorphic ultra- 
powers, as we pointed out by Dale Myers. We note this in: 
Proposition 1.4 (Myers). If G ~ mod S ×mod rl' is axiomatizable and preserves 
isomorphism, then G preserves elementary equivalence. 
witnessed  
by 
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G surjective implies G* injeetive 
BSA(T) BSA(T') 
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BSA(T) BSA(T')  
~1 where  K = 
mOdT~ SO 
</3, a>e G* 
2: get mOdTa 
Mod T Mod T' 
G is clopen 
since 
mOdT~ris 
and G is 
in ject ive 
Fig. lb. 
We turn now to a notion of n-elementary equiva'euce tobe used often later. It 
will be a straightforward generalization of the usual one, which is excellently 
presented in Ehrenfeucht's 1961 paper [3]. Given a language L, an n-sentence of
L is a sentence whose quantifier depth is at most n. For structures 9/and ~ of L 
and n >~ 1, define 9/----, ~ iff 9/ and ~ satisfy the same n-sentences of L. For 
languages with finitely-many predicates 9/=-, ~ if[ there is a winning strategy for 
player II in the n-play Ehrenfeucht game between 9/ and ~. However, the 
languages with which we are principally concerned have denumerably many 
predicates; and examples of structures in such languages which are elementarily 
equivalent, but for which player II cannot even win a certain 1-play game, are 
easily found [3, p. 136]. But the problem is easily solved by a slight alteration of 
the notions involved. First of all, we define the weaker notion that 9] ~-~ if[ 9] 
and ~ satisfy the same (n, m)-sentences of L, i.e. those sentences of L whose 
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quantifier depth is at most n and which involve at most the first m predicates of L. 
The Ehrenfeucht (n, m)-game is defined to be just like the n-game xcept hat the 
criterion for winning involves the partial isomorphism of the structures only with 
respect o the first m predicates of L. Then one proves, as we shall need, that: 
(1) For each m, ne~0-1 ,  91 -=~ iff player II has a winning strategy in the 
Ehrenfeucht (~, m)-game; and 
(2) ~ l~ if! V m, n~o-  1 player II has a winning strategy in the Ehrenfeucht 
(n, m)-game. 
One easily checks that these variatiom of Ehrenfeucht's theGrems [3, Theorem 
6 on p. 135, Theorem 10 on p. 137] are valid. 
The l~nal notio~:l we'll need is that of effective continuity, a property possessed 
by every axiomatizable continuous map. G : Mod S--~" Mod T is effectively con- 
tinuous iff there is a recursive function s : w - 1 -~  ~o - 1 such that for all n, 91, ~,  
G~I, and G~, 
,~1~I'/~ implies G~ ~ G~. 
We conclude this introduction of the requisite notions and the duality theorem 
with some notation tying them all together. If 
I l l , c ,  
Mod S ~-- Mod T 
~x 
we write also 
Mod S ~ Mod T, 
and if Mod S~Mod T(~b) for aome sentence & of L(T), then we say Mod S is a 
m.e. di,,ect factor of Mod T and write 
Mod S < Mod 7'. 
By way of the duality of Theorem 1.2, we will refer directly to the theories 
themselves and freely use the terminologies S is a direct factor of "/; 
S<T,  S ~ T, and S~T,  
ax  
denoti, lg that the corresponding dual conditions on the Boolean sentence algebras 
and Boolean model spaces of the theories S and T hold. 
In the balance of this section we present he major tool to be used to derive 
model effective recursive isomorphisms, Theorem 1.6. Involved is a property of 
Boolean spaces which we call absorptivity. Roughly, Mod T is absorptive if[ it 
contains a pairwise disjoint ~0-sequence of clopen copies of itself which, in a 
certain sense, converge in a uniformly rccursive manner. 
To motivate this notion and Theorem 1.6 we take note of the evolution of the 
matter. As shown by Sikorski [20] and Tarski [21] in 1948, countably complete 
Boolean algebras which are direct factors of each other in the classical sense are 
isomorphic. But S. Kinoshita in 1953 [13], and Hanf in 1957 ~6], proved this does 
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not hold i:a general: there exist two non-isomorphic denumerable Boolean algeb- 
ras which are direct factors of each other. Yez in some important cases it is 
possible to use a special property of the algebra, s at hand to derive their 
isomorphism from the fact that they are direct factors of each other. In 1962 [7~ 
Hanf proved in this way that if t~ = (~ . . . .  ,/xk) and ~->12 for some i, then 
BSA(L,) ~ BSA(L(2>). 
The special property of L~2~ used is, roughly, that L~2> contains a pairwise disjoint 
a~-sequence of copies of itself which converge so that a Boolean map can be 
defined which sends each copy to the nex'~ and hence adds a copy of L~2~ to L~2>. 
(These copies are generated by adding points to the universe.) Clarification and 
isolation of this property led to the definition by Hanf in 1975 of the notion of 
ab,~orptivity. This in turn led to the proof by Hanf, Myers, and the writer [5] that 
wh.~re txi~2 for some i the atomless parts of BFA(L,) and BFA(L~2r) are 
recursively isomorphic. 
A family {Gi: i ~ ~o} of axiomatizable homeomorphisms is aid to be uniformly 
effectively axiomatizable if there exists a recursive function s= s(i, n) from 0J × oJ 
to sentences such that for each i~ oJ s(i, n) is a recursive numeration of an 
axiomatization ~.', for G,. Let us suppose M= Mod S and N= Mod T where S and 
T are theories in the languages L, and Lv respectively. If a ~ Sn L,, by M(a) is 
meant he clopen subset Mod(SLI{c~}) of M. M model effectively absorbs N iff 
there exists a recursive function t = t(i): ~o ~ Sn L, such that 
{N~ =d, M(t(i)):i~ oJ} is a family of pairwise disjoint clopen subsets of M, and 
there exist homeomorphisms J 
G~:N~ Ni, i~,o, 
which are uniformly effectively axiomatizable, such that the sequences {G~9.1}~,o, 
?1 ~ N, converge uniformly effectively: that is, there exists a recursive function 
r = r(n) such that 
Vn>~ I V i, j>-r(n) V ~ e N V G~,  Gtg.I ( G~gJ ~'~ Gjg~). 
If M model effectively absorbs itself we say that M is model effecavely absorptive. 
(See also [12], where absorptive spaces are called repetitive.) 
Lemma 1.5. If N < M arid N m.e. abso:'bs the complement of the image of N in M, 
then 
M"~ N. 
ax  
Proo|. Suppose 
G : N~ N', 
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N '=M(a)  with a eSn L~, and that u is a recursive witness to the effective 
continuity of G. Where P =dr M--* N', we also suppose that N m.e. absorbs P. So 
there exist a recursive function t= t(i) such that {Pl =,~ N(t(i)): i~oJ} is a family 
of pairwise disjoint clopen subsets of N, homeomorphisms 
Gi :P~- '~ " Pi (i~o) 
l ax  
uniformly effectively axiomatizable by a recursive function s =s(i, n), and a 
recursive function r = r(n) witnessing the uniformly effective convergence of the 
sequences {Gi~}i ~ oJ, 9.I~ P. 
Let ~ '  be an axiomatization for G -1 and define t'(i) =/3 iff (t(i),/3) is the first 
pair in the enumeration of (G- l )  * whose first coordinate is t(i), for each i E~o. 
Using s and E',  a recursive function s'= s'(i, n) can be defined which witnesses 
the uniformly effective axiomatizability of the family {Hi =dr G~+~G71G-1}. Also 
define the recursive function r '= ru. Then 
H:Mm~ N, 
ax  
M 
GPz A 
GP~ A 
GP~ A. 
..\ 
N 
\ .\ 
X zx A P2 
P~ 
Po 
Fig. 2. The map i-/of Lemma 1.5. 
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where H is axiomatized by the following r.e. set ~:  
{(-ha ---, s(O, n))/,(t(O) ---, s(O, n)): n e oJ} 
tA {(t'(i) ~ s'(i, n))/~(t(i + 1) ~ s'(i, n)): i, n e to} 
, is an (n, n)-sentence in •', n ~ to~, 
where by an (n, n)-sentence in L~ td L~ we mean one involving at most the first n 
symbols of L~, the first n symbols of/_~, and the two appended unary predicates. 
For n>~l,  i , j~r(n),  and ~P,  
G-I(GGig.I) =- Gi~ ~-7, Gjg~ =- G-~( GGj91), 
while i, j>~ r'(n) implies G192 ~-~7,~ Gig~ so G(Gi~i) =-~ G(Gjg~). Hence the second 
and third collections above are consistent and H is a bijection mapping P onto P0, 
GP~ onto P~,1 (i ~ to), and N'  - t.J ~o, GP~ onto N-  !..J ~,,~ P~, as in Fig. 2. That is, H 
is a bijection from M onto N. I t  is continuous provided the limits of all sequences 
{GG~9~}~,, ~P,  are preserved. This is the case since models of N'  outside all 
GP~ satisfy a A (A~=o -nt'(i)) for all m e to and hence are mapped via G -1 under H. 
Clearly H is model effective. [] 
Theorem 1.6. If M < N and N < M and one of M and N is m.e. absorptive, then 
m.e 
M~N.  
Proof. Suppose 
F :M~ M' 
with M' clopen in N and effective continuity witness u, and 
G:N~ N' 
with N' clopen in M. Also suppose M is m.e. absorptive via {Qi =dfM(t(i)):i ~ to} 
with t recursive, 
I F M .... ~1  
uniformly effectively axiomatized with the recursive function s = s(i, n), and the 
recursive function r witr,essing th~ uniformly effective convergence of the sequ- 
ences {Fi92}iE.,, 9_i~ M. 
It suffices, to satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 1.5, to prove that N m.e. absorbs 
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M-N ' .  Let P= M-N '  and define the family {P~}~,o of subsets of N by 
P, =dr FFiP = F( Oi - FIN') ( i ~ to). 
Clearly the P~ are pairwise disjoint and clopen. Using the recursive function t, 
recursive t' can be defined such that 
P~ = N(t'( i ))  (i ~ to). 
Also, define s' = s'(i, n) such that for each i s'(i, n) is the axiomatization gotten by 
following s(i, n) with the axiomat~ation for F, and let {G~ = FFi}~= denote the 
family of maps thus uniformly effectively axiomatized by s'. Finally, defining the 
recursive function r' = r'(n~ by r' = ru, for any n ;9 1, i, j >~ r'(n), 9~ c P, and G~9/, 
Gj~, 
G~9~ = b-F~ 9.1 ~ FF~?I = G~ 
since for i , j>~r'(n), F i~ =-~ F~ and hence. FF~9/-~," FFj92. That is, r' is a 
recursive witness to the uniformly effective convergence of the sequences 
{G~gJ}~,~,  e P. The reader may wish to consult Fig. 3: we have shown altogether 
M 
M.\ 
1 
• , 
I I 
L . . . . . . . .  -1 
Fig. 3. The construction f Theorem 1.6. 
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Fig. 4. The combined construction f Lemma 1.5 and Theorem 1.6. 
that N m,e. absorbs M-N' ,  and the conclusion ow follow~ from Lemma 
1.5. 
2. The main result 
For any similarity, type 0L, define ~L*=/X--(0.5,0.5 . . . .  ) and Lk= 
L, . (3xy(x~ y)). The Boolean formv3a lgebra of L,, BFA(L,), t~n be identified, 
replacing free variables by constants, with BSA(L,.). Our mai~ ~;ult is then 
Theorem 2.1. For any language L~ of finite undecidable simila:i.~ ~vpe ~,, 
L.  L(2 ). 
In other words, excepting one element universes, the Boolean f~,rmula lgebras 
of all finite undecidable anguages are model effectively recursivel~ isomorphic. 
Taking into account he bothersome one element universes and noting that 
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BSA(L..(Vxy(x =y))) is the finite Boolean algebra 2 2' with 2 ' atoms if L~ has r 
relation symbols, this result becomes 
Theorem 2.1'. For any language L. of finite undecidable similarity type ~ with r 
relation symLols, 
L.* ~ 2 2' x L~z,. 
We will use Theorem 1.6 repeatedly, and so begin by proving (Theorem 2.2) 
that L~> is model e[tectively absorptive. We then prove (Theorem 2.8) that if 
V~ = (V.~ . . . . .  V.~) with /z~ = n >~ 2 for some i, then L '~  L~2~. Following this, the 
other finite undecidable similarity types are easily handled in Theorems 2.10 and 
2.12, and the proof of Theorem 2.1 is completed. 
Theorem 2.2. Mod L~2) is model effectively absorptive. 
Proof. For each n ~ to we define a sentence ~b. of L(2~. and a model map (3. such 
that 
G. :Mod L~2 )~ Mod L~.)(~b.). 
R and c~ (i ~ to) will be respectively the predicate symbol and the constants of 
L~2>, while S and d~ (i zoo) will be those of any of the factors Mod L~2>0b.). 
Informally, for each n ~ to qS. will axiomatize the class of those models of L~2> in 
the range of a map G. described roughly as follows (Figs. 5a and 5b illustrate an 
example for n = 3). Corresponding to any model ~l = (A, R ~, c~) of L~2~ will be a 
model ~=(B, S~3, dp) of L~2>(~.) whose universe consists of n+4 copies of 
Ao =dr A-{co} and whose relation, besides defining the structure of ~ already 
mentioned, codes R with do (=Co) and the first and second copies of Ao. 
Furthermore, do . . . . .  d. all name Co and, with do considered appended to the last 
copy of Ao, each d~ (i > n) names a point in the jth copy iff the ith block (in a 
certain sense) of names consists of a sequence of length j + 1 the first j of which 
are Co and the last of which is the corresponding point of .to. The complexity of 
these axioms regarding the constants stems from the fact that, taken together, 
they encode a bijective correspondence b tween assignments of the d~ (i > n) and 
assignments of the c~. The :reader is referred to the more formal description of 
these axioms given below,, and to Fig. 5b; contrasting the handling of the 
constants here with their treatment in Lemma 2,3 may also be helpful. 
More precisely, let n ~ to, ~b,, is the conjunction of -~Sdodo and the following 
assertions. Where Ao is defined by Aox<--~(SxxA3y(y~ x ASxy)), for each x ~ A(~ 
there exist exactly n+3 distinct and unique ~.lements x~ . . . . .  x..3 which are 
outside A0 U {do}, satisfy 
xSxI  S "'* Sxn+2Sxn+3Sx.n+3, 
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and are such that if y~ . . . . .  Yn+3 are the corresponding elements for y e Ao and 
y ~ x, then x~ ~ Yi for all i and ], 1 <~ i, j ~< n + 3. As a notational convenience we 
denote, for each x e Ao and i ~ {1 . . . . .  n + 3}, the element x~ axiomatized above 
by x(i). Additionally we define the predicates A~={x(i): x~Ao} for each i e 
{1 . . . . .  n + 3}. It should be noted that usage of such notation is to provide a 
rendering of sentences which, although not in the formal language given, is more 
easily comprehended by the reader. The corresponding formal assertions could, if 
desired, be constructed by replacing the defined predicates in each instance by 
their definiens and occurrences x(i) by their formal equivalents. Continuing with 
our description of tb., it also asserts that ¢x(x=dovV~+3ox~A~),  that po 
relations except the above exist between the At (i = 0, 1 . . . . .  n +3), between do 
and the A~ (i = 0, 3, 4 . . . . .  n + 3), or within the A~ (i = 0, 2, 3 . . . . .  n + 3), and that 
B x ~ A2 (xSdo) ~ V x ~ A2 (xSdo). 
The correspooaence G. from ModL~2> to ModL~2>(¢.) is given with the 
following recursive axiomatization ~.. First there is the finite set of sentences: 
and 
n+3 
do . . . . .  d. = co, A = Ao LI {Co}, B = {do} U U A,, 
i =0 
Vxy(x~ y --~ (xRy ~.((x = coAdoSy(1)) 
v(y  = co A x(1)Sdo) v (x, y ~ CoA X(1)Sy(1))))), 
Vx(xRx ~ ((x --- c. A V y ~ A2 (ySd0)) v(x ~: Co A doSx (2)))). 
Succeeding these, and completil~g ~., is an infinite list of axioms crk (k>0)  
describing the mutual determination of the q ( i>0)  and d~ ( i>n) .  As is our 
practice we gladly sacrifice formality and make use of the previously defined 
auxiliary predicates to make mo,~ e clear what is being asserted. Referring to the 
rough explanation given in the first paragraph of the proof and to Fig. 5b might be 
helpful. The lengths of the present axioms increase without bound, (rk describing 
the mutual determination of d.+~ . . . .  , d~.+k and the first k 'blocks' of q's. We use 
a convention that x(i) = do and i = n +3 iff x = do to allow, since Co = do holds, a 
simpler rendering of the axioms. Before giving erk in general, we set out (r~ and 
0"2: 
crl =af /'k Vx E A d.+l = x(i),:--> Q = Co Ac~+I = , 
i = 0 
n+3 \' ( 
/~ (Vxl,  xz~A (d.+l=xl(iO/xd,,+2=xz(i2)) ~2 ~df  
G,i2=O 
) ) ))) tt A Ci~+l ~- X 1A ~ A A Clt+ia+ 2 X 2 <"> , ,  C i=c  O C i - c  0 = o 
i l \ j  ~(il+ 1)+1 
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In general, for k e ~o - 1 set 
o'k=af A Vx~ . . . . .  xkeA A_ d.+~=x~(i~) 
i~(rt  +4)  ~\  s 
((m(s)-I 
where i=( i l  . . . . .  ik)e{0, 1 . . . . .  n+3} k, m(0)=0,  and m(s )=(~=l  id+s, for se  
{1 . . . . .  k}. 
This completes the definition of the sentences 4~. and maps G., n ~ o9. 
Clearly the sentences 4~. are effectively given and the maps G.  are uniformly 
effectively axiomatizable. G. preserves elementary equivalence by Proposition 
1.4, since if (91,~3), (~ ' ,~ '}~G.  and h:91~-~°91 ', then h:B~,~B',  defined by 
if(b) = h(b) for b ~ A c_ B and/~(x(i)) = (h(x))(i) for all x( i )s  Ai, is routinely seen 
to be an isomorphism from B onto B'. Similarly one shows that G.  is injective. 
And given any • ~ mod L~2~(~b.) one easily defines ~ ~ mod L~2~ with (91, ~} ~ G., 
as in what follows, so G~ is surjective. 
It remains to show that G.  is model effective. Since we have shown already that 
G.  is a bijection of isomorphism types, we use Proposition 1,3. 
Letting ~ = (B, S ~, d~} ~ rood L~:,.>(4~.), we proceed to define 91 = (A, R ~, c~ ~) 
such that (91,~)~ G~ and 91 is recursive in ~.  Define A =Ao U{d0},~ ~ co-do,~- ~ 
coJ~ Co iff xSed~o for some (all) xeA~,  xR~x (x~c~) iff d~oSex(2), c~oR~x 
(x5 ~ c~) iff d~oS~x(1), xR~c~o (x~ c~) iff x(1)Sr°d~ o, and xR~y (x, y¢  c~ and x¢  y) 
iff x(1)S~y(1). Also for any k >1 1~ where d~+~= x~(i~) for each s = 1 . . . . .  k let 
re(l) . . . . .  re(k) be defined in terms of the i~ . . . . .  i~ as before. Define c~ = c~ if 
]~ re(s) and c~- -  x.  for each j = 1 . . . .  k. Then 91 =(A,  R ~, c~)emod L~ with 
(9.I, ~}e G., and we need to show that 91 is recursive in ~.  First note that 
Aox ~. Sxx A]y(y  ~ X/',Sxy) and A~x ~ Sxx AVy(y ~ x --~. "nSyx). Also, for each 
i = 1 . . . .  , n + 3, wkere temporarily 
n +3 
a(x, x~ . . . . .  x.+3) =~ x ~ At, A A x~ AoU {do} AxSxSx~S" • • Sx.+3Sx.+3, 
k=l  
y = x ( i ) .~xx~ •. • x.+~(a(x, x~ . . . . .  x.+3) A y = X~) 
and 
while 
and 
y = x ( i )~¥xx~ ••, x..3(a(x, xl . . . . .  x.+3) - ,  y = xd, 
Y ~ Ai ~-.3x(x e AoA y = x(i)) 
yeA,*e .Y~AoU{do}A A Vx(x~Ao-~,y~x(k) ) .  l~k~n4-3 
Thus y = x(i), i=  1 . . . . .  n+3 and the A~, i=0 , . , . ,  n+3 are all A~ on H~,  and 
using this, we easily see that A, R a, and the c~ are also. 
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For A, Ax~--~, x = dovx ~ Ao. That R ~ is A~ is seen immediately by observing 
the last two of the initial axioms for G,  and noting that the universal quantifica- 
tion used can as well be existential, recalling that ~3 ~ 4,~ which includes ~ x e A~ 
(xSdo) --~ V x ~ A2 (xSdo). Finally consider the determination of the c~ for i > 0: 
temporarily defining 
a = or(y, x~ . . . . .  x~, re(l) . . . . . .  re(k)) 
=dr ( i=m(s)Ay  :x~)v =co , 
s=l  
) 
and 
c i=y  .~-~ V x l ' ' ' x~ao ( A d~+s= xs(i$)--> a) ,  
recalling the definition of re(s), s= 1 . . . . .  k and (il . . . . .  i~)~(n+4)  k, as given 
with the infinitely many sentences ~k which completed the axiomatization of G~. 
In the other direction, lettin~ 9~=(A,R~,c~)~modL~2> we wish to define 
fO = (B, S ~, d~)e mod L~z)(t~,t) such that (92,~)6 G~. and ~ is recursive in 9/. We 
sha~l be content with defining ~ and leaving to the interested reader the details, 
like those shown in the first case, which show that ~ is recursive in ~. 
B ={Co ~}U(AoUA~ U'"UA~+3) 
where Ao=A-{co}  and A~ ={x(i):xEAo} for each i=  1 . . . . .  n+3.  For S ~, first, 
there is the grid structure on B -{c~ t} which it describes: for each x E Ao 
xS~a xS~e x(1)S ~ " • • S~x(n + 2)S~x(n + 3)S~x(n + 3). 
Also ~ ~ xS*d~ do =c }, for some (all) x~ A2 iff co~co ,  ~ d~oS~x(2) iff xR~lx 
(xy~co~q). d~oS~x(1) iff c~R~x (x~c~), x(1)S~ad~o iff xR~tc~ (xC:e~o~), and 
x(1)S~y(1) iff xRay (xC:y and x, y7~c'~). Finally consider the d~. Define the 
integers re(s) for s ~ 1, delineating the 'blocks' of c~'s, inductively as follows: 
re(l) is the first i, l~<i~<n+4,  such ~hat c~c~ if such exists and is n+4 
otherwise; having defined re(l) . . . . .  re(s), we take for m(s+l )  the first i, 
re(s) + 1 ~ i %< re(s) + n + 4, such that c~ 7 ~ Co ~ if such exists and re(s) + n + 4 other- 
wise, Then where i~ = re ( l ) -  1 and for s >~ 2 i~ = m(s~- m(s - 1) -  1, d~ . . . . .  
d~=do ~whi le fo r  s~ l  ~ ~ - d,+~ = x(i~) itI c,,(~ x. 
Obviously each Mod L~2>(q5,) is clopen in Mod L~z~. Also, for each m let gtm be 
the sentence 'the universe consists of, in addition to do, exactly m +4 copies of 
A0'. Referring to our description of 4~, one sees not only how to formulate ~,~ 
but also that Mod L~2)(t~n)~ x/t m iff m = n. Since the possibility that Ao is empty is 
precluded by our assumption theft each model of L~2> has at least two elements, 
the sentences W,, ( ta r  to) are pairwise inconsistent: hence the spaces 
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CO 
0 00A  
; ; : As 
• • A4  
? * 
A~ /14---!" t * A2 
O0 0 A° 
3 +4 cop ies  of A-{c0} 
~J=<A. R ~, ci2> 
R ~ as  ind icated  
!8=<B,  S ~, d i~> 
S ~ as  ind icated  
Fig. 5a. q~eorem 2.2: an example of (91, f8) e G3. 
ds=da=d2=& =do 
e 
° • ~ ° 
CO a C 
* • o A6  
• o ,d7  A5  
* • A4  
• d~ * A3 
• • A2  
ds. • • A1 
Ao • Q • 
a b c =d5 
~=<B.  $gJ.d ~ > 
where  A = {co, a. b, c} and  do through ds a re  ass igned  in B as  
ind icated  above,  wh i le  the  cor respond ing  ass ignment  of 
co th rough c2o is  as  fo l lows:  
CO~e0 C7 ~CO C la  ~CO 
e l  ~CO 08~C0 C I5  ~CO 
C2 -~Co C9 -~CO ClB ~Co 
C3 ~eo Ore ~Co Or7 -~Co 
c4 ~b Cl t  ~Cl) C IH~C 
C5 -~C 012 ~C0 019 -cO0 
06 ~CO C 1,3 ~CO C2¢) ~ a 
Fig. 5b. Theorem 2.2: an example of (~, ~)e  G 3. 
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Mod L~z>(~,) (n e to) are pairwise disjoint. It remains to show that the sequences 
{G~(}~,~, 2[ ~ rood L~2>, c~nverge uniformly effectively. Simply take r(n)= 2" -4 .  
Then for n >I 1, i, j >~ r(n), 92 ~ m~d L~2~, and any G~92, GjgA the following holds. 
G~I~d~ = do and GjOdgd~ =do fcr all s = 0 . . . . .  n so no (n, n)-sentence about he 
constants can distinguish G~21 and Gi~. Therefore the lengths of the chains in the 
grids offer the only possibility for distinguishing G~92 and Gj2[ with an (n, n)- 
sentence° But these are both at least 2" and hence, using an Ehrenfeucht game 
argument, cannot be distinguished by an (n, n)-sentence. Therefore for all n ~> 1, 
i,j>~r(n), 9A~modL~z), and any Gi~ and G~92, Gi92=-~Gi92. [] 
Next we show (Lemma 2.6) that for any finite t~ BSA(L~) is a m.e. direct factor 
of BSA(L~2>). This will follow from the following Lemmas 2.3', 2.4, and 2.5. We 
will use the notation v ( - - - )  for the ,;imiladty type v with description - - -  
Lemma 2,3. For any n>~l and k~>0, let ~=/~(k n-ary relations) and v= v(n 
unary functions and k + 1 unary relations). Then 
L~. < L~.. 
Proo|. Let R1 . . . .  , Rk and Co, c l , . . ,  be the k n-ary relations and constants of 
L,.. and fl . . . . .  f., U, UI . . . . .  Uk and do, dl . . . .  the n unary functions, k + 1 
unary relations, and constants of L... Let us begin with an informal overview of 
what will be done. First, a sentence ~b of L~. will be given whose models consist of 
exactly those struztures ~ of L~. where B is 'the n-dimensional cube over U* 
with projection functions f~' and the U~ are arbitrary distinguished subsets. Also 
an axiomatizable correspondence G will be specified, associating a model 92 of 
L . .  with the model ~ of Lv* where: U ~= A and B is the n-dimensional cube 
over A, an elemer, t of B is in U~ iff ~he corresponding -tuple of elements of A 
is in R~, do ~=co ~, and d~= b EB iff for each j = 1 . . . . .  n c,_~)~+j is the jth 
component of the n-tuple of elements of A which corresponds to b. The reader 
may find Fig. 6 helpful. 
More precisely, 'et ~ be the conjunction of the following sentences of Lv.: 
Vx l . . . x ,~U3x x=xi , 
i 
x i  = 1 
Vx~U( f lx=xAAf ix=do) ,  and do~ U. 
i=2  
Thus in any model ~ of d~ each element b is uniquely associated with an n-tuple 
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U~ and Uz 
i ........ r~i,  i 
.......... '" ' i  .................. ,kd,  
uL&,::: ...... i ........... i ................... u ,  
.................. i ................... $ ...... i ! 
i a~ i .  '< ~ 
U i ",m,... sS 
$=<~, f l .  fz,fz,  U, Uu U2, di > 
with do through d4. UI, and U2. as indicated where 
A=',co, a. b}, ~I=<A. R, ~1, R~, citl> 
with Rl~={(b, a, co), (co, b, a), (a, a, b), (ee, a, b)}, 
R2'a-',(a, b, co), (a. co. a). (co, a, b)',. 
and c0through ct~ ass igned respect ive ly  to 
co. b, co, a, a. a, co, a. a, co. co, a, a. 
Fig, 6. Lemma 2.3: an example of (~1, ~)~ G wbere n = 3. 
( f ib  . . . . .  f,,b} of e lements  of U ~, and we use freely the notat ion (f ib, . . . .  f .b)  for 
b. For the recursive axiomatizat ion of G we take the fol lowing set .~ of sentences:  
U = A, for each i = 1 . . . . .  k the sentence 
Vx l  " " x . ( (x i  . . . . .  x . )e  U~ ~ R~xI  " " x,,) .  
c0=do,  and for each m>~l ,  with m=( i -1 )n+j ,  i>~l and l~<j~n.  
c. .  = f~d,. 
It is rout ine to show, using again Proposit ions 1.3 and 1.4, that g is a m.e. 
axiomatizable homeomorph ism from Mod L . .  onto  Mod L~.(cb). [ ]  
Lemma 2.T.  For n >~ 1 and k >>- O, let tx = t~(k n-ary relations) and v = v(n unary 
functions and k + 1 unary relations). Then 
L'~ < L ' .  
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l~oo| .  The map of Lemma 2.3 carries the one element models of L~. onto those 
of L~.. [] 
I~mma 2.4. For any n >! O, 
L~(.b,~,~,aao.~ ) <:L~>. 
Proof. We use a model map which associates with each model 9~= 
<A,R~, . ~ ~ ' • . ,R ,c )  of L,, a model ~=(B,R  e,d~) where B consists of c~ 
-- (C 0 J', together with 2n + 2 copies of A ~ 
R~ R~ R~ R~ 
A-{c~o}=Ao>'~A, >'~ ' Iz  >'~ " " " >-~ A2.+, .  
and R~ is coded by R e on At ar;d A,+~ (i = 1 . . . . .  n). The construction is similar 
to that of Theorem 2.2. We refer the reader to Figs. 7 and 5b. We first describe a 
sentence th of t,~2> whose models will be the clopen image of our map. Defining 
Ao by Aox ~ Rxx A3y (y ~ X A Rxy), & asserts R t3 (At × Ai+x) is a bijection from 
A~ onto A~+l=(image of R on Ai)-(AiO{do}), for i=0  . . . . .  2n, the Ai are 
disjoint from each other and from {do}, Rxx if[ x cA0  or x ~ A2,+,, no other 
R-relations exist within Ao and A2~+~ or between the At, for i = 1 . . . .  , n, no 
relations exist within any A,÷~ and if Rxdo with x ~ A,+~, then V y e A,+~ (Rydo), 
do is not related to any elements of Ao or A2,+,, and finally that {do} LI AoU" • • t_J 
A2,+~ is exhaustive. 
Now we formulate a recursive set of axioms I defining the map, G, from 
Mod L~ to Mod L~2>(~b) described initially. First, a finite set of sentences i  given 
2 '2  + 2 
copies of 
A- '~c0} 
arrows 
above: Re 
~°" ~_S~© " 
arrows o 
below: R~ 
0 0 (~'.) A~. 
do A.~ 
• 
A~ 
0 0 0 A'' 
~ = < B, R~. d~> 
R ~ as indicated 
Fig. 7. l.emma 2.4: an example of <9~, >~ G where n = 2. 
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which delineates the coding of each R~ by the action of R on A~ UA,+~ U{do}. For 
each i this is done in a manner  similar to Theorem 2.2. Precisely, for x e Ao let 
x(i) e A~, i = 1 . . . . .  2n + 1, denote the unique elements uch that 
xRxRx(1)Rx(2)R  • • • Rx(2n)Rx(2n  + 1)Rx(2n + 1). 
Then ~ contains sentences for each i = 1 . . . . .  n which assert 
V distinct x(i), y(i) (xR, y ~ x( i )Ry( i ) ) ,  
V x ( i )( ( xRico,~* x ( i ) Rdo) A ( CoRix ~ doRx ( i ) ), 
Vx(  i)(xRix ~-~ doRx(n + i)), 
and 
coR~co~-~ Vx(n  + i)(x(n + i)Rdo). 
The remaining infinite set of axioms define a one-to-one correspondence b tween 
the sequences Co, cl , .  • • and do, d~ . . . .  just as in Theorem 2.2 for the case 2n +2,  
with a simple change stemming from the fact that all d~ (i > 0) are arbitrary in the 
present case. One easily checks that G is as desired. [ ]  
Trivial interpretations provide us with the third fact needed: 
Lemma 2.5. I f  tx =(/zl  . . . .  , Ixk) and n is the least integer greater than or equal to 
all I.ti, then 
Lk < L'~a .... yrelations). 
We now can prove: 
Lemma 2.6. f f  ~ = (tx~ . . . . .  txk), then 
L~ < El2 ). 
Proof. Let n be as in Lemma 2.5, Then 
2.5 
L~ < L'(k . . . .  yrelal ions) 
2.3' 
L ~ ot unary functions and k + 1 unary relations) 
2~5 
"~ L ~(n +k + t bi~a+.y relation M 
2.4 
Now using trivial interpretations we have: 
Lemma 2.7. I f /x  = (/z l . . . . .  txk) with some Ix~ >t2, t~i E ~o, then 
L~2> <~ L~. 
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Cotabining our results, Theorem 2.2, Lemmas 2.6, 2.7, an :1 "Daeorem 1.6 yield: 
Theorem 2.8. I f  t~ = (l~t . . . . .  Ixk) with some p~ ~ 2, Iz~ ~ to, then 
L ;  ^" L~2>. 
W : continue, considering now the other possible finite undecidable similarity 
types. The case where the language contains at least two unary function symbols is 
handled by: 
Lemma 2.9, i f  p. =(p.~ . . . . .  Ixk) wlth /xm --/.L, = 1.5 (m~ n), then 
t <~ I Lo.5.t.s.~.~ ~ - L w 
Pr~L  Let ft, f2, Ut, and U2 be the unary functions and unary relations of 
Lo.s.;.sA.t>, and let g~ and g2 be the unary functions of L ,  given by t~,~ and Ix,. 
The image of our model map will be the following clopen subset of Mod L~. For 
all p~ m, n the t~v-ary relation or operation symbol is trivial, g~, except for its 
actio~ on do, describes a grid structure in a manner similar to the construction i  
Lemma 2.4 consisting of four copies of At  =at{x: gl(x)= x/xx~ do} as follows. 
For each x(1)e At there exist exactly three distinct elements x(2), x(3), and x(4), 
which are outside At  U{d0}, satisfy 
x (1 )~x(1)< ~' x(2),  ~' x(3) ,~'  x(4), 
and are such that if x(1), y (1 )eA 1 with x(1)V~y(1), then x( i )~y( j )  for all 
i, j e {2, 3, 4}. In addition the following conditions, where A~ = {x(i): x(1)e A1} for 
i = 2, 3, 4, are put on gt and gz: 
for i=1 ,2 ,  gi(do)=dovg~(do)~A~; 
for i = 1, 2, V x ~ At (g2(x)e A iv  g2(x)  = do); 
4 
4 
V Y x(4)~ A4 (g2(x(4)) = x(i)); 
i=1  
and 
4 
The interpretations of ft and f2 by gt and g~ are as follows. For i=  1, 2, 
f~(co) = Co iff ~(do) = do, and f(co) = x7 ~ co iff ~(do) = x(i). the remaining interpre- 
tations involve only g2. For i = 1, 2, f (x )= y with x, y~c0 iff g2(x(i)) = y(i), and 
fi(x) = Co iff g2(x(i)) = do. Now we give the interpretations of U~ and/-/2: they are 
coded by the action of g2 on A 3 and, to handle the special case for Co, A4. Let 
V1 = Ut - U2, V2 = Ut Cl U2, V3 = U2-  U1, and V~ = (complement of U1 t_l U2). 
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UI U2 
• * • m A4 
do w • • • • 
\ !  ,. ,. 
t J  ~) k.) 
all arrows: g~ 
arrows . .  o. o_ % A4 
o)A  
~l l  a r rows:  g2 
ar rows  ~l 
below: fl 
Fig. 8. Lemma 2,9: an example of (~, ~)~ G. 
For x~co and i=1,2 ,3 ,4 ,  xeV i  iff g2(x(3))=x(i) .  And co~V~ iff 
Vx(4)(g2(x(4)) = x(i)). 
Thus we have defined a clopen subset of Mod L~ and a model map G from 
Mod Lh.5.Ls.~.~ >onto this subset. An example for t~ =( - - - ,  1.5, 1.5) is given in 
Fig. 8. The imerpretation between sequences of constants is as described in 
Theorem 2.2 (see Fig. 5b). In the usual manner,  G is seen to be a m.e. 
homeomorphism. []  
Theorem 2.10. I f  Ix = (/xl . . . . .  ixk) with t~ = lxj = 1.5 for some distinct i and j, then 
L', ~ Lh>. 
ProoL By Lemma 2.6 L~, < L~2>. On the other hand 
2.3' 2.9 
L~2~ < L~ls. 15A,l> < L'~. 
The conclusion now follows from Theorems 2.2 and 1.6. [ ]  
The final case, where L~ contains an n-ary operation symbol for some n ~ 2, 
follows from 
Lemma 2.11. I f /x  = </xl . . . . .  /x~) with g.~ = 2.5 for some m, then 
Lh> < LL 
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l~rooL By Lemma 2.4 with n = 1, L~2) is a model effective direct factor of 
T =dr L~2> (~RcoCo).  Le t  R be  the relation of L~2>. Denote the binary operation of 
L ,  stipulated with V~ by ordered juxtaposition, and the constants of L~> and L" 
by {q: i e o~} and {4: i e ~0} respectively. We describe a sentence ~ of L,  and a 
model effective homeomorphism G: 
Mod T ~ Mod L~,(~b). 
asserts the following: for each i¢  m the vq-ary predicate of L,, is trivial; for 
each xCy, xy=x or xy=y;  if xCdo,  xx=x or xx=do;  and dodo=do.  The  
axiomatization of G consists of the following assertions. The universes of any 
two corresponding models coincide. For each x¢  y, Rxy iff xy = x and ~Rxy iff 
xy = y. If x~eo,  Rxx  iff xx  =x and ~Rxx iff xx =do.  Lastl¢, c~ =d~ for each 
i~oJ. [] 
Theorem 2.12. I f  V~ = (tx~, . . . , t~k) with ~,~ = n.5 for some m and for some n >t 2, 
then 
L'~ ~ L~2>. 
FrooL By Lemma 2.6 Lk < L~2>. In the other diirection~ denote by ordered 
juxtaposition the n-ary operation of L~ and let ~b be the fellowing sentence of 
L~: 
Vx~. .  • x , (x~ . .  • x~ = x~x2co '"  • Co). 
For v=(v l , . . . , vk )w i th  vi=vq for all iCm,  and v,~ =2.5, 
2.11 
L~2> < L" ~ L~.(~), 
where the mutual interpretations of the binary operation of L~ and n-ary 
operation of L~ are 
VXIX2(X I .~2 ~--- X lX2C 0 • • . CO) , 
and 
Vx 1 • • " x,~(x~ •• • x~ = xlx2). 
Hence by Theorems 2.2 and 1.6 the proof is con plete. [] 
Now, combining Theorems 2.8, ~..t0, and 2.12, the proof of Theorem 2.1 is 
complete. [] 
3. Relatml r~ttlts; open qu~tiom 
3.1. Other  results 
(1) Let k ~ oJ - 1 and m~ ~ oJ, i < k, with rn~/> 2 for some i. Any language with 
any finite non-zero number of mi-ary relations, i < k, is m.e. recursively isomor- 
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phic to the language with just one m~-ary relation for each i < k. Further, this map 
extends naturally to the c~se where ~0 n-ary relations are added to each language, 
for any n ~ ~o. See [4, p. 81]. 
(2) Let Wx be the r.e. set with index x. A Theory T is creaave if T is consistent 
and axiomatizable and there is a recursive function f such that whenever W~ has 
at most one element and is consistent with T, f(x) is independent in T(~) .  It is a 
theorem of Pear-El [16, 17] that all creative theories are recursively isomorphic. 
Another proof of this theorem can be given [~-, p. 94] using an effectivized version 
of Vaught's theorem [9, p. 80] and a iemm~ to the effect that every consistent 
direct factor of a creative theory is creative. Since both axiomatized arithmetic 
and set theory are creative, and the former has the recursive model {~o, +, .) while 
the latter has no r.e. models [18], this provides an example of two recursively 
isomorphic theories which can be so by no map preserving the degrees of their 
models. 
(3) Say a Boolean algebra lJ is universal atomless r.e. if 11 is atomless r.e. and 
every atomiess r.e. Boolean algebra is a direct factor of Lt. Omitting each 
occurrence of 'atomless' in this definition one has the notion of a universal r.e. 
Boolean algebra; additionally replacing each occurrence of 'r.e-' by 'recursive' one 
has the notion of a universal recursive Boolean algebra. Both of these Boolean 
algebras have been shown to exist. Further, Hanf has shown that BSA(L~2>) is, 
uniquely up to recursive isomorphism, the universal r.e. Boolean algebra. 
However, concerning universal atomless r.e. Boolean algebr~.s we observe the 
following: no such algebra can be found among the algebras BSA(T) where T is a 
direct factor of any language with infinitely many predicates. This is a corollary of 
a theorem of Martin and Pour-El [14], that there exists an axiomatizable 
essentially undecidable theory all of whose axiomatizable xtensions are finite 
extensions. For if T is as above, exery direct factor of T necessarily has 
axiomatizable extensions which are not finitely axiomatizable (use the infinitely 
many predicates about which this factor has specified nothing). 
So although the theories in languages of infinite similarity type may provide 
numerous isomorphism types of atomless r.e. Boolean algebras, none is universal 
for this class. 
3.2. Questions 
(1) What further properties might be considered, and what relations attain 
among the various languages when preservation of the properties is required? In a 
recurs:on-theoretic d rection, one might consider properties even more stringent 
than model effectiveness, while in an algebraic direction there may be structures 
intermediate between the Boolean formula algebra and the cylindric algebra of a 
theory which might be fruitfully considered. 
(2) Many questions remain with regard to the various languages of infinite 
similarity type. It is. known that for no p. with V-~ >i 1.5 for infinitely many i can 
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BSA(L~,) be recurs ively i somorph ic  to BFA(L<2>), or  to BSA(L(2,0,0,...>) wh ich  
Hanf  has  shown is recurs ive ly  i somorph ic  to BFA(L(2>). A lso,  for such  /A 
BSA(L~,) cannot  be recurs ively i somorph ic  to BSA(L<2. L, I._ .>) by a map corres-  
pond ing  finite models .  Beyond this, l ittle is known.  For  example ,  it is not  known 
whether  L<3.1.1...> and  L<2.l,t....> are recurs ively i somorphic .  
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